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ABSTRACT
The centaur 95P/(2060) Chiron is showing comet-like activity since its discovery, but the
mass-loss mechanisms triggering its activity remained unexplained. Although the collision
rates in the centaur region are expected to be very low, and impacts are thought not to be
responsible for the mass-loss, since the recent indications that Chiron might possess a ring
similar to Chariklo’s, and assuming that there is debris orbiting around, the impact triggered
mass-loss mechanism should not be excluded as a possible cause of its activity. From time series
observations collected on Calar Alto Observatory in Spain between 2014 and 2016, we found
that the photometric scatter in Chiron’s data is larger than a control star’s scatter, indicating a
possible microactivity, possibly caused by debris falling back to Chiron’s surface and lifting
small clouds of material. We also present rotational light curves, and measurements of Chiron’s
absolute magnitudes, which are consistent with the models supporting the presumption that
Chiron possesses rings. By co-adding the images acquired in 2015, we have detected an
∼5 arcsec long tail, showing a surface brightness of 25.3 mag(V) arcsec−2.

Key words: methods: observational – comets: general – minor planets, asteroids: individual:
(2060) Chiron – planets and satellites: rings.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Chiron (1977 UB), officially designated as both minor planet (2060)
Chiron and comet 96P/Chiron, was discovered on 1977 November
1 by astronomer Charles T. Kowal. Chiron is determined to be a
taxonomic class C object (Hartmann, Tholen & Meech 1990), with
a diameter estimated to 215.6 ± 9.9 km (Fornasier et al. 2013). It
was the first of a new class of objects discovered in our Solar system,
the so-called ‘centaurs’.

Centaurs are objects which orbit between Jupiter and Neptune.
They have probably been scattered from the Kuiper Belt in re-
cent Solar system history (e.g. Sarid & Prialnik 2009). Oikawa &
Everhart (1979) have found that Chiron’s orbit is not stable, sug-
gesting short dynamical lifetimes. Numerical simulations of orbits
like that of Chiron suggest that Chiron may have been a short-period
comet in the past, and will probably become one in the future (Hahn
& Bailey 1990).

Shortly after its discovery, a cometary nature was suspected
(Kowal et al. 1979). Those speculations were confirmed in 1988
by VRIJHK photometric measurements (Tholen et al. 1988) and in
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1989 by CCD images showing a comet-like coma (Meech & Belton
1990). Impulsive brightenings on a time-scale of hours have been
detected by Luu & Jewitt (1990), but also on time-scales of a few
to several years (Bus, A’Hearn & Schleicher 1991).

Photographic photometry of (2060) Chiron was carried out using
archival plates taken between 1969 and 1977, showing extensive
intervals of brightening when Chiron was near aphelion (Bus, A’
Hearn & Bowell 2001). Those anomalous brightness variations were
also observed between 1980 and 1983 (Hartmann, Tholen & Meech
1990), and near the end of the 1980s when Chiron approached its
perihelion (Bus, A’Hearn & Bowell 2001). Even when it was near
its historical brightness minima, in post-perihelion observations ob-
tained between 1996 and 1998, a coma was clearly detected (Silva &
Cellone 2001).

The presence of dust in Chiron’s inner coma, including what were
supposed to be comet-like dust jets from the nucleus (Elliot et al.
1995; Bus et al. 1996), and symmetric jet-like features (Ruprecht
et al. 2015) were detected by occultation events in 1993, 1994, and
2011, respectively.

The mass-loss mechanisms on active asteroids remain often un-
explored. Sublimation of water ice and thermal processes are often
suspected to be possible reasons for ejecting material from the aster-
oids’ surfaces (Jewitt 2012). Spectroscopic indications for presence
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of water ice on Chiron have already been detected in the near-
infrared spectra (Luu et al. 2000; Romon-Martin et al. 2003). But
by reviewing the history of Chiron’s activity, it is easily noticeable
that its activity is not related to the heliocentric distance, indicat-
ing that the mass-loss is probably not caused by ice-sublimating
mechanisms.

Impacts are a further possible trigger for mass-loss. Collisional
processes occur frequently between the small bodies in the main
belt. Apart from the collisional origin of asteroid families in the
main belt (e.g. Tedesco 1979; Zappalà et al. 2002), the best witnesses
of asteroid collisions are outbursts of P/2010 A2 (LINEAR) (e.g.
Snodgrass et al. 2010; Moreno et al. 2011) and (596) Scheila (e.g.
Jewitt et al. 2011; Moreno et al. 2011), both in 2010, which have
proven that impacts between asteroids can create large debris clouds
of dust- and gravel-sized particles. Unlike the collision rates in the
main belt, the collision rates in the Edgeworth–Kuiper Belt and
centaur region are expected to be much lower. Durda & Stern (2000)
estimated cratering collisions of 1 km radius comets on to Chiron-
size targets to occur every ∼60 Gyr. Consequently, the mass-loss
mechanism is thought not to be caused by impacts.

After the recently discovered rings of the centaur (10199)
Chariklo (Braga-Ribas et al. 2014), the secondary dimmings in oc-
cultation light curves of Chiron, formerly interpreted as comet-like
dust jets (Ruprecht et al. 2015), were interpreted by Ortiz et al.
(2015) to be rings with similar properties to those of Chariklo
(Duffard et al. 2014).

Assuming that there is debris around Chiron, it is well possible
that some of this debris may be continually falling and impacting on
its surface. Consequently, although the collision rates in the Cen-
taur region are expected to be very low, a dust release mechanism
triggered by impacts should not be excluded as a possible cause for
its activity.

In this paper, we derived Chiron’s light curves, searched for
comet-like activity signs and, particularly, aimed to study some-
thing which we find an interesting possibility: whether the scatter
in Chiron’s photometric data is larger than the scatter of a star of
identical magnitude as Chiron. Showing that Chiron has continu-
ous microbrightness changes would indicate an activity possibly
caused by debris falling back to the surface and lifting small clouds
of material.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N

We carried out three observation campaigns from 2014 to 2016,
using three different telescopes at Calar Alto Observatory (CAHA)
in Almerı́a, Spain (Table 1).

The first observation campaign was carried out in order to ob-
tain Chiron’s rotational light curve. This campaign is composed of
three runs. The first run took place on 2014 July 18 and 19 using
the MOSCA focal reducer, installed at the Richey-Chretien Focus
of the 3.5 m telescope. This device has a field of view (FoV) of
11 arcmin × 11 arcmin and a pixel scale of 0.33 arcsec pixel−1 (un-
binned). The images were obtained using R band in the Bessell’s
filters system and in a 2 × 2 binning mode. The second and third
runs were carried out on 2014 July 23, 24 and October 27, 28 with
DLR-MKIII CCD camera of the 1.23 m telescope. The FoV and the
image scale of the instrument are 21.5 arcmin × 21.5 arcmin and
0.314 arcsec pixel−1 (unbinned), respectively. We took the images
in the 2 × 2 binning mode and without filter to maximize the sig-
nal noise ratio. A total of 136 images were taken during the whole
campaign.

The second observation campaign was executed on 2015
September 11–14 in order to obtain Chiron’s rotational light curve,
determine Chiron’s absolute magnitude, and search for comet-like
activity signs. We used the Focal Reducer and Faint Object Spec-
trograph (CAFOS) instrument. This CCD detector, located at the
2.2 m telescope, has an FoV of 16 arcmin, and an image scale of
0.53 arcsec pixel−1 (unbinned). The images were taken in the 2 × 2
binning mode, using an R-band Bessell’s filter. A total of 124 images
were analysed in this campaign. The images taken on September
14 were not used in the rotational light curve because Chiron’s flux
was particularly contaminated by the flux of other objects.

Finally, the third observation campaign took place on 2016
September 2 in order to obtain a further measurement of Chiron’s
absolute magnitude. We used the same instrumentation as in the
second campaign. Images were taken using R and V bands in the
Bessell’s filters system and in a 2 × 2 binning mode. A total of six
images of Chiron were taken during this last campaign.

The telescope was always tracked at sidereal rate. The trailing of
the object during the exposure times was negligible. When the time
spent between observations made it possible, we aimed the telescope
at the same region of the sky each night in order to keep fixed the
same stellar field. In other words, the images were not centred on
Chiron, which allowed us to always use the same reference stars
for all nights in the observing runs in order to minimize systematic
photometric errors. Therefore, we could perform very high precision
relative photometry. The images were corrected for bias frames and
twilight flat-field frames that were taken at the beginning of each
observation night. The photometric data analysis was accomplished
by using differential aperture photometry with our own routines
developed in IDL (Interactive Data Language). To obtain Chiron’s
light curves, we used several reference stars in the field, and tried

Table 1. Journal of Observations for Chiron at the CAHA. Filters are based on the Bessell system. Abbreviations are defined as follows: exposure time
(texp), heliocentric distance (R), geocentric distance (�), and number of acquired images (N).

Date Telescope Instrument Filter texp R � N
(seconds) (au) (au)

2014 Jul 18 3.5 m MOSCA R 300 17.878 17.238 19
2014 Jul 19 3.5 m MOSCA R 300 17.878 17.225 14
2014 Jul 23 1.23 m DLR-MKIII Clear 300 17.881 17.178 8
2014 Jul 24 1.23 m DLR-MKIII Clear 300 17.882 17.167 27
2014 Oct 27 1.23 m DLR-MKIII Clear 240 17.956 17.303 28
2014 Oct 28 1.23 m DLR-MKIII Clear 240 17.956 17.310 40
2015 Sep 11 2.2 m CAFOS R 300 18.181 17.178 46
2015 Sep 13 2.2 m CAFOS R 300 18.182 17.179 70
2015 Sep 14 2.2 m CAFOS R 300 18.184 17.182 8
2016 Sep 02 2.2 m CAFOS R, V 300 18.396 17.416 6
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Table 2. Parameters used in the photometric analysis. Abbreviations
are defined as follows: aperture radius (aper.), radius of the internal
annulus for the subtraction of the sky background (an.), width of the
subtraction annulus (dan.), and number of reference stars (N�).

Date aper. an. dan. N�

(pixels) (pixels) (pixels)

2014 Jul 18 4 12 5 11
2014 Jul 19 4 12 5 11
2014 Jul 23 4 12 5 12
2014 Jul 24 4 12 5 12
2014 Oct 27 2 9 4 6
2014 Oct 28 2 9 4 6

2015 Sep 11 3 10 3 6
2015 Sep 13 3 10 3 6
2015 Sep 14 6 9 5 19a

2016 Sep 02 6 9 5 1b

Notes.aLandolt standard stars: PG2213-006, PG2213-006A,
SA110_229, SA110_230, SA110_232, SA110_233, SA92_245,
SA92_248, SA92_249, SA92_250, SA92_425, SA92_426,
SA92_355, SA92_430, PG2349+002, PG2336-004A, PG2336-
004B, SA95_275, and SA95_276.
bLandolt standard star: PG2213_006.

several synthetic aperture radii in order to choose the aperture that
resulted in the best photometry, in terms of lowest scatter (see
Table 2).

To determine Chiron’s absolute magnitude, we performed an
absolute calibration of the images by using Landolt photometric
standard stars (Landolt 1992). For the 2015 absolute photometry
calibration, the zero-point in R band and the extinction coefficient
were determined simultaneously using through the Landolt standard
stars observed (see the footnote at Table 2) at several airmasses. On
the other hand, for the 2016 absolute photometry calibration, we
observed the Landolt standard field PG2213 at several airmasses to
check that the night was photometric. The three images of Chiron
taken at each filter were directly calibrated using observations of
the Landolt standard star PG2213_006, which had been taken at
the same airmass as the observations of Chiron; hence, extinction
corrections were not needed.

Additionally, we used the collected data to visually search for
signs of comet-like activity, like coma or tail, by co-adding the
images. The photometric results in form of a rotational light curve,
Chiron’s absolute brightness measurements and the co-added image
are presented and discussed in the next section.

3 R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Rotational light curve

From the collected images, by using differential aperture pho-
tometry, we have derived a rotational light curve of Chiron. The
photometric measurements were phase plotted to Chiron’s known
high-accuracy synodic rotational period of 5.917 813 ± 0.000 007 h,
derived by Marcialis & Buratti (1993).

Because we know that Chiron’s light curve is double-peaked
(Bus, Bowell & Harris 1989; Marcialis & Buratti 1993), we fitted
two-term Fourier series to the light curves, and derived light-curve
amplitudes of 0.016 ± 0.004 mag and 0.020 ± 0.005 mag, for the
data collected in observation campaigns in 2014 and 2015, respec-
tively. The procedures we followed are described in Fernández-
Valenzuela et al. (2016).

Figure 1. The upper plot contains 136 measurements in total, and shows
Chiron’s rotational light curve resulting from the relative photometry in
2014 with MOSCA 3.5 m (July 18, 19) and DLR-MKIII CCD 1.23 m (July
23, 24 and October 27, 28) instruments at CAHA. The relative magnitude
is phase plotted versus Chiron’s rotational period of 5.917 813 h. A two-
term Fourier fit showing a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.016 ± 0.004 mag
is superimposed. The Julian Date for zero phase angle is 245 6857.0 d. The
lower plot shows the residuals to the two-term Fourier fit, with a mean value
of 0.021 mag.

Figure 2. The upper plot contains 116 measurements in total, and shows
Chiron’s rotational light curve resulting from the relative photometry with
CAFOS 2.2 m CAHA telescope. The relative magnitude is phase plotted
versus Chiron’s rotational period of 5.917 813 h. A two-term Fourier fit
showing a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.020 ± 0.005 mag is superimposed.
The Julian Date for zero phase angle is 245 6857.0 d. The lower plot shows
the residuals to the two-term fit, with a mean value of 0.029 mag.

The light curves resulting from the relative photometry obtained
in the first and second campaigns are shown in Figs 1 and 2. The
upper plots show Chiron’s rotational light curve, with a two-term
Fourier fit superimposed to the data points. The lower plots show
the residuals to the two-term fit.

Ortiz et al. (2015) have derived Chiron’s pole direction from the
observed occultations, and modelled the shape of its nucleus as a
triaxial ellipsoid. By using axial ratios a/c and b/c of 1.43 and 1.2,
respectively, and adding the flux contribution of Chiron’s rings, they
have computed the decrease of its amplitude as a function of time.
Fig. 3 shows the modelled amplitude of Chiron’s light curve as a
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Figure 3. The model computed by Ortiz et al. (2015), showing the am-
plitude of Chiron’s light curve versus time. The model takes into account
Chiron’s triaxial shape, and also the brightness contribution of its rings.
The black markers represent observed light-curve amplitudes obtained by
different observers. The red markers show our new measurements obtained
in 2014 September and 2015 September.

function of time, taking into account its triaxial shape, and also
the brightness contribution of its rings, computed by Ortiz et al.
(2015). The black markers represent light-curve amplitudes ob-
tained by Bus, Bowell & Harris (1989), Groussin et al. (2004), and
Ortiz et al. (2015). The red markers show light-curve amplitudes
of 0.016 ± 0.004 mag and 0.020 ± 0.005 mag, derived from our
observations in 2014 and 2015, respectively. As can be seen, the de-
rived light-curve amplitudes nicely agree with the model proposed
by Ortiz et al. (2015).

3.2 Absolute brightness

In order to explain Chiron’s absolute magnitude, Ortiz et al. (2015)
showed that using a specific pole orientation, Chiron’s long term
brightness variations are compatible with a simple model that in-
corporates the changing brightness of the rings as the tilt angle with
respect to the Earth changes with time.

To determine Chiron’s absolute magnitude from our data set, an
absolute calibration of the images was performed by using Landolt
photometric standard stars. For the absolute photometry calibration
of the data set collected in 2015, the zero-point in R and the ex-
tinction coefficient were determined simultaneously by observing
Landolt stars at several airmasses. Using the derived zero-point and
the extinction, the apparent magnitude of Chiron was derived in a
set of images of Chiron, giving an average value of 17.64 ± 0.05
mag(R), which gives an absolute magnitude of 5.17 ± 0.05 mag(R).
The uncertainty includes the uncertainty in the absolute calibration
using Landolt stars together with the uncertainty of the aperture pho-
tometry of the Chiron measurements on the night of 2015 September
14.

This measurement is around 0.4 mag brighter than expected,
which can be consistent with the fact that a small tail was de-
tected (discussed in Subsection 3.4). To determine whether Chiron
has returned to a normal brightness level, on 2016 September 2, an
additional observation was accomplished, showing a still increased
absolute magnitude of 5.38 mag(R) and 5.71 mag(V).

Fig. 4 shows the model proposed by Ortiz et al. (2015), which
represents the changing brightness of Chiron’s system depend-
ing on Chiron’s tilt angle with respect to the Earth, and includes

Figure 4. Model proposed by Ortiz et al. (2015), which shows the changing
brightness of Chiron and the rings depending on Chiron’s tilt angle with
respect to the Earth, and includes a vanishing coma. The model which
provides the best agreement with the observations, with the nominal value
of the rings’ geometric albedo of 0.17, is shown with the black (upper)
line. The orange (middle) line corresponds to a model with ring albedo of
0.1, while the purple (lower) line corresponds to a model without a ring
contribution at all. The square symbols represent observations as compiled
in Belskaya et al. (2010). The red markers show our measurements of 2015
September, and 2016 September, obtained in this work.

the contribution of an exponentially decaying coma. Additionally,
the effect of the large relative uncertainty of the geometric albedo
of the rings is shown by choosing different albedo values for the
ring. The model which provides the best agreement with the ob-
servations, with the nominal value of the rings’ geometric albedo
of 0.17, is shown with the black (upper) line. The orange (middle)
line corresponds to a model with ring albedo of 0.1, while the pur-
ple (lower) line corresponds to a model without a ring contribution
at all. The square symbols represent observations as compiled in
Belskaya et al. (2010). The red markers show our measurements of
2015 September, and 2016 September, obtained in this work. The
V magnitude for 2015 was obtained by using the V − R colour ob-
tained in 2016, applied to the R measurement from 2015, resulting
with an absolute magnitude of 5.51 ± 0.05 mag(V).

Although the observed absolute magnitudes of Chiron are slightly
brighter than expected, they are in good agreement with the model
proposed by Ortiz et al. (2015). Therefore, our observations support
the presumption that Chiron possesses rings.

3.3 Photometric scatter and Chiron’s microactivity

An additional motivation for this research was to study whether
Chiron has continuous microbrightness changes that are, according
to our hypothesis, possibly caused by debris impacting on its sur-
face. For that reason, while computing photometric light curves of
Chiron in our photometric campaigns in 2014 and 2015, we chose a
comparison star of similar brightness as Chiron, and compared the
scatter of its photometric measurements to the scatter of Chiron’s
measurements.

The light curves of the comparison stars are shown in Figs 5 and 6
for the photometric campaigns in 2014 and 2015, respectively. Be-
cause Chiron has a determined rotational period, the comparison
stars’ light curves were also phase plotted, using Chiron’s accu-
rate rotational period. Our campaign in 2014 contains three runs.
To study photometric scatter, we chose a comparison star from the
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Figure 5. The upper plot shows the light curve of a comparison star, result-
ing from the relative photometry with DLR-MKIII 1.23 m CAHA telescope
obtained on 2014 July 23 and 24. The relative magnitude versus time is
phase plotted, using Chiron’s rotational period. The lower plot shows the
residuals, with a mean value of 0.014 mag.

Figure 6. The upper plot shows the light curve of a comparison star, re-
sulting from the relative photometry with CAFOS 2.2 m CAHA telescope
obtained on 2015 September 11–14. The relative magnitude versus time is
phase plotted, using Chiron’s rotational period. The lower plot shows the
residuals, with a mean value of 0.018 mag.

run carried out on 2014 July 23 and 24, with DLR-MKIII 1.23 m
CAHA telescope. The scatter of Chiron’s photometric measure-
ments for this run values 0.027 mag, while the comparison star’s
scatter is 0.014 mag. During the photometric campaign in 2015,
containing data collected with CAFOS 2.2 m CAHA telescope on
September 11 and 13, we measured a scatter of Chiron’s photomet-
ric measurements of 0.029 mag, while the comparison star’s scatter
values 0.018 mag. The noticeable difference between the compari-
son star’s and Chiron’s photometric scatter supports our hypothesis
of a continuous microactivity on Chiron.

The microactivity on Chiron might be triggered by any yet un-
known mass-loss mechanism. In our hypothesis of microactivity on

Figure 7. A false-colour image of Chiron (in the centre), showing an asym-
metric shape, possibly representing an ∼5 arcsec long tail (marked with an
arrow) with a measured position angle of ∼87◦ represented by the dashed
line. The image was taken with the CAFOS 2.2 m CAHA telescope over
three nights between 2015 September 11 and 14, with a total integration
time of 28 500 s (475 min). The Julian Date for midpoint of the exposure
is 245 7278.629 84 d. The subimage in the upper right corner shows a com-
bined false-colour image of an isolated star, co-added with the very same
images we used for Chiron’s image.

Chiron in form of small outbursts, we suggest the possibility of de-
bris orbiting around Chiron, especially material diverging from the
ring, falling back and impacting on Chiron’s surface, producing out-
bursts and forming a bound or quasi-bound coma. That mechanism
could also be a plausible explanation for impulsive brightenings
on a time-scale of hours that have been observed by Luu & Jewitt
(1990). Unlike to a regular cometary coma, which is not gravita-
tionally bound and continually escapes, Chiron’s quasi-bound coma
would exponentially disappear with a lifetime of several years.

The initial origin of Chiron’s coma could indeed be impact-
related. Ortiz et al. (2015) suggested a model of an exponentially
decaying coma. Such behaviour of a decaying coma has already
been noticed by Meech & Belton (1990) and Duffard et al. (2002),
but Ortiz et al. (2015) note that the absolute maximum in the pho-
tometry happened around 1973, setting that date for the start of
the decay. Because the absolute photometric data from 1970 show
lower values than the maximum around 1973, we think that a major
impact could have happened between 1970 and 1973.

The surface brightness measurements of Chiron’s coma in 1989
December estimated to 24.8 mag(R) arcsec−2 (Meech & Belton
1990), and in 1998 April estimated to 26.0 mag(R) arcsec−2 (26.2
mag(V) arcsec−2)(Silva & Cellone 2001), show that the coma was
slowly extinguishing.

So far, the activity outbursts on regular comets were thought to
be due to mass-loss mechanisms such as sublimation of water ice
and thermal processes. But we hypothesize that they could also
be triggered by collisions, either with debris around them or with
meteoroids.

3.4 Comet-like tail

Additionally, we used the data collected in 2015 to search for comet-
like activity signs like coma or tail. Fig. 7 shows a combined
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Figure 8. Profile line of Chiron showing the asymmetry of a radial cut in
the position angle of the tail. The red line shows the relative intensity versus
pixel distance from Chiron’s centre on the side of the tail. For comparison,
the black line shows the relative intensity versus pixel distance from Chiron’s
centre on the opposite side of the tail. Relative difference in the intensity
between the profile lines is about 50.

false-colour image of Chiron that contains 95 integrations, 300 s
each. It was taken with the CAFOS 2.2 m CAHA telescope over
three nights between 2015 September 11 and 14, resulting with a
total integration time of 28 500 s (475 min). The Julian Date for
midpoint of the exposure is 245 7278.629 84 d (2015 September 13,
03:06:58 UT).

The background stars are trailed because images were aligned to
Chiron. The combined image of Chiron shows that the coma itself is
not anymore detectable, but a very faint asymmetric shape (marked
with an arrow) with a measured position angle of ∼87◦ (represented
by the dashed line), which can be explained by an ∼5 arcsec long
tail, of a determined surface brightness of 25.3 mag(R) arcsec−2, is
observed. Because of its low surface brightness, although the quality
of individual images has been carefully examined before co-adding,
a contamination from a faint stellar source in the background cannot
be completely discarded.

The subimage in the upper right corner of Fig. 7 shows a com-
bined false-colour image of an isolated star, co-added with the very
same images we used for Chiron’s image, but aligned to the stars.
We can notice that the contour plots of a co-added star do not show
any asymmetries similar to those of Chiron, which excludes the
possibility that the tail emerged due to a tracking problem in the
images.

The profile line of Chiron is showing an asymmetry of its radial
cut in the direction of the position angle of the possible tail. The
red line in Fig. 8 shows relative intensity versus pixel distance from
Chiron’s centre on the side of the tail. The black line shows relative
intensity versus pixel distance from Chiron’s centre on the opposite
side of the tail. The relative brightness of Chiron’s tail (relative
intensity difference of the two lines) is ∼50.

4 C O N C L U S I O N S

Although the collision rates in the Centaur region are expected to
be very low, and impacts are thought not to be responsible for the
mass-loss, since the recent indications that Chiron might possess a
ring (Ortiz et al. 2015), the impact triggered dust release mechanism
should not be excluded as a possibility. Assuming that there is debris
around Chiron, it is well possible that some of this debris may be
continually falling and impacting on the surface.

From observations collected in campaigns in 2014 and 2015, we
found that the photometric scatter in Chiron’s data is larger than the
control stars’ scatter, indicating a microactivity on Chiron, possibly
caused by debris and material diverging from Chiron’s ring, falling
back to its surface, producing outbursts, and forming a bound or
quasi-bound coma.

In our visual examination of a combined false-colour image of
Chiron, containing 95 integrations of 300 s each, a coma was not
detected, but we have found a feature that looks like an ∼5 arcsec
long tail, showing a surface brightness of 25.3 mag arcsec−2.

The amplitudes of Chiron’s rotational light curves derived from
observations collected in 2014 and 2014 are in very good agreement
with the model proposed by Ortiz et al. (2015), assuming that Chiron
is a triaxial ellipsoid and taking into account the flux contribution
of its ring.

The observed absolute magnitudes of Chiron in 2015 and 2016
are in good agreement with the model that incorporates the changing
brightness of the rings depending on Chiron’s tilt angle with respect
to the Earth, proposed by Ortiz et al. (2015). Hence, our observations
are consistent with the presumption that Chiron possesses rings.

The initial origin of Chiron’s coma could also be impact-related.
Based on models of an exponentially decaying coma, starting its
decay between 1970 and 1973 (Ortiz et al. 2015), the impact could
have happened in that period.

We hypothesize that some activity outbursts on regular comets
could also be triggered by collisions, either with debris orbiting
them, or with meteoroids.
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